
Rome: The Art of a New 
Empire

AP Art History



Creating the Context
● Rome began as a Republic but slowly began to 

transition into an empire, without an emperor. 

○ Began with the Punic Wars, defeating 

Carthage.

○ Julius Caesar expanded the empire to Britain

■ We start to see art and architecture 

change as:

● Rome grows in size

● Emperors began to replace the 

Republic, even if the Senate still 

existed. 

○ Example: The Curia Julia in the 

Roman Forum

Fun fact: The curia was used 

during the time of Etruscan 

kings and was then burnt 

down during a public 

cremation. Julius Caesar had 

it rebuilt in his honor. 



We See the Start with Caesar
● 44 B.C.E.-Julius Caesar is assassinated by the Senate, 

despite making great reforms to Rome…. Why?

○ Although he was given the title of dictator for life 

after expanding the empire, he was acting like a 

single ruler

■ Wearing purple

■ Putting face on currency (before Caesar, only 

the dead could do this)

■ Building works to his greatness

■ Appointing the pontifex maximus

○ Even though Rome was an empire, they did NOT 

want to have an emperor, just someone to run it (?)



Octavian Learns an Important Lesson
● After Caesar died, his 

nephew/adopted son Octavian 

overcame a Civil War to be given 

dictatorial powers
○ Refused the title of dictator

○ Preferred Caesar Augustus (divine one)

○ “Kept” the Senate but ruled without them 

○ Actually Rome’s first true emperor

■ Began to use art as a way to gain 

power over traditional conservative 

republicans 



How is this work a piece of 

propaganda from “head to toe?”

VIDEO

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x3wdklj
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history/ancient-mediterranean-ap/modal/v/augustus-of-primaporta-1st-century-c-e-vatican-museums


The Importance of the Augustus Primaporta
● Establishes Octavian as:

○ A military leader

○ A great speaker (orator pose)

○ A conservative

○ Humble

○ a senator

○ A divine presence

■ Makes choosing a successor easier

■ Divine right concept

● Actually deified his Uncle by building a 

temple to him over his cremation place

○ This actually combines two previous Greek 

sculptures we’ve studied. Can you pick them out?



POLYKLEITOS PRAXITELES





The Pax Romana and the Ara Pacis Augustae

● Octavian’s rule began 180 years of 

peace and development for Rome 

known as the Pax Romana. 

○ The Ara Pacis Augustae 

(Altar of Augustine Peace) 

was designed to mark this 

occasion. 

○ Also serves as another 

example of propaganda by an 

emperor. 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/07/AraPacisFullFrontal2.JPG


The Facts Behind the Friezes

● Interior

○ Skulls = sacrifice

○ Flowers/fruits = prosperity of rule

● Exterior (Front and Back)

○ Mythical history of Rome

○ Divine origins of Octavian’s family (where have we seen this before?)

● Exterior (Sides)

○ Real people/events

■ One side: Octavian’s family and descendents

■ Other side: The Roman Senate

Formal characteristics much more like classical Greek than Roman realism.



http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/84/RomaAraPacis_ProcessioneNordParticolare.jpg


“I found Rome a city of brick, I left it a city of 
marble.” -Octavian (Caesar Augustus)

● Engineering of Rome found new heights during Pax Romana

○ Octavian invested in building projects to show his greatness and that of 

Rome

○ Invested greatly in the arts, less on expansion, more on improvement

■ Architectural techniques adopted from:

● Greeks (columns)

● Etruscans (arch)

■ Roman innovations:

● Concrete

● Vaulted ceilings

● Domes



The Contribution of Concrete
● Can be molded into shapes, not just 

post and lintel architecture

● Cheap to make

● Long lasting

● Allowed for creation of bigger 

interior structures, open spaces, 

road construction. 

● Interior of buildings became as 

important as exterior. 
○ Note: Marble will come more into fashion 

with Caesar Augustus



The Great Roman Roads: All Roads lead to 
Rome.



Using Concrete to Create an Arch

VIDEO

VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdNYTjXJPKE&t=177s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYtIFM1ek_M




A corbelled arch vs. a True arch



Innovations With the Arch
● Barrel Vaults

● Groin Vaults

○ Vaulted ceilings allowed 

for structures to be built 

without support of 

columns

○ Allows for more open, 

impressive, useful interior 

space

○ Better structural integrity. 



The Amazing Aqueducts: Pont du Gard
VIDEO

https://youtu.be/zQqtiwIq9gw


Barrel Vaults and the Basilicas
● Basilicas: Large rectangular 

multipurpose buildings used by 

the Romans
○ Later adopted as standard design of 

churches by Christians

○ Capped with a rounded apse on each 

end.

○ Primary structures in forums.

○ Large open interior spaces created by 

barrel vaulted ceilings. 





The Development of Domestic Architecture
● Even the homes of private citizens changed with the 

advancing empire.

○ Most knowledge of domestic architecture comes 

from ruins discovered at Pompeii and 

Herculaneum. 

○ Standard design of Roman homes:

■ Exterior very plain, few windows.

■ Interior was private to hide wealth

■ Open air courtyard (atrium)-only real source 

of light/air

■ Impluvium for catching rain water.

■ Cubicula-private bedrooms around atrium. 

■ Axial design





The Domestic Design
• When Rome was a Republic (and even when 

the Senate was just for show) running for 

office was a major focus. 

• Domestic homes of Patricians (who could be 

senators) were important in their images.

• Clients would visit homes of 

patricians asking for favors in 

exchange for votes. 

• Homes needed to be impressive as a 

reflection of those running for office. 

– Because the “senate” remained 

during the imperial period, 

Roman homes also remained 

impressive. 

– Excellent artistic resources



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCDtk7tWY7w


The House of the Vettii, Pompeii



● Built by two brothers who 

were “nouveau riche” after 

many wealthy had moved 

away due to an earthquake.

● Possibly freedmen who rose 

up through social mobility to 

level of aristocracy.

● Content of paintings in the 

villa shows crude and “less 

tasteful” subject matter than 

more “noble” families would 

allow.





Watching the Empire Through Painting
The homes of Pompeii and Herculaneum 

feature great evidence of Roman painting on 

the interiors. 

● Necessary to bring decoration to rooms 

with no windows.

● Four distinct painting styles in 

progression.

○ Reveal the changes in the empire as 

painting progresses.

○ Reveals artistic techniques mastered 

by Romans, lost during Middle Ages. 



The First Style: Incrustation

• First Style: Incrustation

– Painted imitation of marble

– Effort to look “upper class”-faux marble, 

wood, etc.

– Uses Tromp-l’oiel (trick the eye)

• Deceptive imitation in painting to give the 

appearance of other media (marble, wood, etc)

• Popular during the Republic, reflect influence 

of Greece, recently conquered. )



The Second Style: The Architectural Style

• Early 1st century

• Used painted illusions of walls, 

windows, columns to open up 

cubicula.

• Mythological scenes and 

landscapes.

• First style painted underneath in 

bands.



The Third Style: The Ornamental Style

• Ornamental or Ornate style. 

• Begins with Augustus 

(reflects imperial period)

• Walls become a picture 

gallery

• Large central picture with 

smaller side pictures



The Fourth Style: The Intricate Style

● Combines the 

first three 

styles. 

● Last style to 

be used. 



From Octavian to the Later Emperors
● Later emperors after Octavian will follow his 

lead.

○ Use art and architecture to reinforce rule 

and glorify the empire (sometimes 

together). 

○ People proud to be part of the empire would 

overlook the individual nature of later art. 

○ Innovative techniques in art, sculpture and 

architecture will serve as propaganda for 

emperors. 

■ Art will change visibly as Rome moves 

from dynasty to dynasty to chaos. 


